Abstract-R-DHT is a class of DHT whereby each node supports "read-only" accesses to its key-value pairs, but does not allow key-value pairs belonging to other nodes to be written on it. Recently, supporting efficient multi-attribute range queries on DHT has been an active area of research. This paper presents the design and evaluation of Midas, an approach to support multiattribute range queries on R-DHT. Midas indexes multi-attribute resources using a d-to-one mapping scheme, and optimizes a range query by searching only for available keys. Our simulation results show that Midas on R-DHT achieves a higher lookup resiliency than conventional DHT, and it has a lower cost of query processing when the query selectivity is much larger than the number of query results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed hash table (DHT), as with a hash-table data structure, provides interfaces to store and lookup a key-value pair. DHT offers lookups with high result guarantee and short path length, even when looking for rare key-value pairs' [1] .
To achieve this objective, DHT maps each key to a node, and organizes nodes as a structured overlay network. A lookup request for a key is routed to the responsible node of the key, i.e. the node where the key is mapped onto.
R-DHT is a read-only DHT where each node supports "read-only" accesses to its key-value pairs, but does not allow key-value pairs belonging to other nodes to be written (mapped) on it [2] . In contrast, conventional DHT stores key-value pairs belonging to one node on another node, which results in key-value pairs being distributed across the overlay network. The main features of R-DHT are as follows. Firstly, R-DHT supports node autonomy in placing key-value pairs [3] - [6] such that every node stores only its own keyvalue pairs2. This addresses potential soft issues such as privacy, ownership, administration and accountability of keyvalue pairs. Secondly, R-DHT supports high resiliency without requiring replication because when a node fails, only its own key-value pairs become unavailable. Thirdly, R-DHT prevents stale key-value pairs when the key-value pairs are updated. Lastly, R-DHT supports the flat naming scheme whereas an approach such as SkipNet [4] uses the hierarchical naming scheme to achieve controlled placement of key-value pairs.
The lookup operation of R-DHT supports efficient exact queries, i.e. resources matches exactly the search key. Re- cently, a number of approaches have been proposed to support d-attribute range queries using DHT. An example of 2-attribute 'Key-value pairs that are not highly replicated and seldomly requested.
2This is also known as the "pay-for-your-own" model [7] . range queries is to find a compute resource whose cpu = P3 and 1 GB < memory < 2 GB. However, current approaches such as distributed inverted index [8] - [12] , d-to-d mapping scheme [13] - [15] , and d-to-one mapping scheme [14] - [18] , assume that the underlying DHT distributes key-value pairs across the overlay network.
This paper proposes Midas (multi-dimensional range queries), an approach to support multi-attribute range queries on R-DHT. Midas consists of two parts: indexing and query processing. Based on a d-to-one mapping scheme, Midas indexes a d-attribute resource by assigning it an m-bit key. To process a range query, Midas transforms the query into a number of search keys using a d-to-one mapping function. Then, it performs DHT lookups only for available keys, i.e. search keys that represent available resources.
To evaluate the performance of multi-attribute range queries on R-DHT, we compare the performance of two Midas implementations: one on Chord [19] and another Chord-based R-DHT (subsequently referred as R-Chord). Our simulation evaluation shows that, firstly, R-Chord achieves a higher lookup resiliency even if a fraction of nodes fail simultaneously. Secondly, the query cost in R-Chord is affected by the number of available keys whereas in Chord, it is affected by the number of search keys. Thirdly, despite the perceived overhead of R-Chord virtualization under churn, R-Chord-based Midas retrieves nearly as many keys as Chord-based Midas.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III presents the design of Midas. Section IV presents the experimental analysis. Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Based on the indexing scheme, we classify multi-attribute range query on DHT as distributed inverted index, d-to-d mapping, and d-to-one mapping.
Distributed inverted index such as MAAN [8] , CANDy [9] , Harren et. al. [10] , KSS [11] , and MLP [12] , assigns d keys to each d-attribute resource. Typically, a locality-preserving hash function is used to hash similar attributes into similar keys [8] , [20] . Two main strategies are used in the query processing. The first strategy requires d DHT lookups; one lookup per attribute. The intermediate result sets of these lookups are intersected to produce a final result set, either at the query initiator [8] or by pipelining the intermediate result sets through a number of nodes [9] , [11] , [12] d-to-d mapping scheme such as pSearch [13] , MURK [14] , and 2CAN [15] , maps a d-attribute resource to a coordinate point in a d-dimensional space. Thus, a multi-attribute range query corresponds to a region in the multi-dimensional space. A search request is first routed to any point in the query region, and then propagated to the remaining points in the region. d-to-one mapping requires an underlying DHT that supports multidimensional space, e.g. CAN [21] . However, Midas can be applied on one-dimensional DHT.
In d-to-one mapping scheme such as Squid [16] , CONE [15] , ZNet [17] , SCRAP [14] and CISS [18] , we consider a d-attribute resource as a coordinate point in a d-dimensional attribute space. The point is mapped to a key in a onedimensional identifier space using a d-to-one mapping function such as space-filling curve (SFC). To process a query, we apply a d-to-one mapping function to the query to obtain a number of search keys. To reduce the cost per query in terms of number of nodes visited, query processing exploits the property of conventional DHT where each node is responsible for several unique keys. Though Midas is also based on dto-one, each R-DHT node is responsible only for one unique key. Hence, Midas optimizes query processing by performing lookups only for available keys.
III. MIDAS DESIGN Midas is an approach to support multi-attribute range queries on R-DHT, based on d-to-one mapping scheme. Midas consists of two main parts ( Figure 1 ): an indexing scheme maps a multi-attribute resource to an R-DHT node, and a query processing scheme to lookup available keys. Midas uses Hilbert space-filling curve [22] In the following, we present an overview of R-Chord and the design of Midas.
A. Overview of R-Chord
To achieve the read-only property where a key-value pair is stored on its originating location, R-Chord virtualizes each host3 into nodes4 by associating node nk,h to each unique 3A physical entity that shares key-value pairs. 4A logical entity in the context of overlay network. key k owned by host h. Thus, R-Chord virtualizes h into Th nodes where Th denotes the set of unique keys owned by h. R-Chord uses two different identifier spaces: an m-bit identifier space for both keys and host identifiers5, and a 2m-bit identifier space for node identifiers. A 2m-bit node identifier, denoted as k h, is formed by concatenating key k and host identifier h ( Figure 2 ). The 2m-bit identifier spaces prevents collisions of node identifiers when several hosts share the same keys. R-Chord organizes nodes as a Chord ring and divides the ring into segments based on the keys (i.e. resource types). With segment addressing, R-Chord supports the flat-naming scheme that abstract the location of keys in the lookup interface, i.e. lookup(key). In addition, segment-based organization increases lookup resiliency whereby key k can still be found even if some nodes in segment Sk fail. This is because Sk consists of nodes with the same prefix k (i.e. the same resource type) but a different suffix (i.e. belonging to different hosts). Figure 3 illustrates the mapping scheme of R-Chord. In this example, host A owns two unique keys, i.e. TA = {2, 9}, and thus, we virtualize host A into two nodes: node 2 A and node 91A. Similarly, we virtualize host B and host C into one node and three nodes, respectively. The ring overlay of R-Chord consists of three segments, namely segment S2 consisting of node 2 A and node 2 C, segment S5 consisting of node 5 B and 5 C, and segment S9 consisting of node 91A and node 9 C. These segments represents the three keys: 2, 5, and 9. In a system with N hosts and K unique keys6, the lookup path length in R-Chord is O(min(logK, log N)) hops [2] .
The lookup algorithm is based on Chord lookup in which (i) every node n maintains a finger table consisting of 0(2m) entries, and (ii) the ith entry (finger) points to the successor of (n + 2 -1). However, we improve the basic Chord lookup by exploiting R-Chord key-to-node mapping scheme: 1) Routing by segments: To locate key k, we route a lookup request from one segment to another. Each routing step halves the distance, in terms of segments, to the destination segment Sk. Thus, the lookup path length is O(log K).
5For example, hash of h's IP address.
6K =lUN-1 Th 2) Shared finger tables: To limit the lookup path length at O(log N) hops even when K > N, each routing step utilizes all the lThl finger tables maintained by host h. In other words, a node's finger table is shared by all nodes belonging to the same host. Thus, visiting one host is equivalent to visiting all the nodes corresponding to the host. Since the maximum distance between two segments is O(N) hosts, it takes 0(logN) hops to locate a segment. To improve lookup resiliency due to node failures, R-Chord nodes maintain backup fingers so that when a finger fails, i.e. points to a non-existing node, we promote a backup finger to replace failed fingers (see Figure 4) . A possible implementation of backup fingers is to piggyback periodic finger corrections (see [19] for detail). When n corrects its finger f, in addition to successor(f), the correction process also returns the fingers that share the same prefix as f. respectively. One criteria to evaluate the performance of SFC is the clustering property: two one-dimensional points that are close in the one-dimensional space represents two ddimensional points that are close in the d-dimensional space. Jagadish [23] has shown that for multi-dimensional indexing and range query, Hilbert SFC minimizes the number of clusters, compared to other types of SFC. Figure 6 illustrates an example of Midas indexing. Assume that resources are described by two attributes, cpu and memory. Using a 4-bit key, each attribute occupies 2-bit in a two-dimensional attribute space. Resource r with attributes cpu = P3 and memory = 1 GB is represented as coordinate (3, 0) in the two-dimensional space, where 3 in cpu-dimension and 0 in memory-dimension represents cpu-value P3 and memory-value 1 GB, respectively. This coordinate is translated using Hilbert SFC to a one-dimensional key with a value 11112), and Midas assigns this key to r (Figure 6(a) ). Lastly, through the R-DHT mapping scheme, Midas associates node nl5,h to r, where h is the host sharing resource r, and the node occupies segment S15 in an R-Chord overlay ( Figure 6(b) ). In a naive search, a query initiator (i.e. the user) issues one lookup per search key. However, this is not efficient:
1) The naive search includes unnecessary lookups for search keys that do not represents resources. The example in Figure 8 shows two unnecessary lookups for Fig. 8 . Naive Search Algorithm search keys 13 and 14, out of four lookups. Because search keys 13 and 14 do not correspond to resources, there are no S13 and S14 in the underlying R-Chord overlay. As a result, both the lookups terminate at S15. 2) The naive search ignores the clustering property of Hilbert SFC. Since search key 1 and 2 are clustered, we can exploit the close proximity between SI and S2 by initiating lookup(]) only and let SI continues with another lookup request to S2. To support efficient query processing, we propose an incremental search that processes only available keys. The mdqsearch() algorithm8 is shown in Figure 9 . The algorithm transforms a query region9 into a sorted list of search keys.
The incremental search then starts by initiating a lookup(k) for the lowest key k in the list. This lookup will end-up in a segment Ski that succeeds k. If k' = k then we add k (or the key-value pair) to the result set, otherwise we discard k. Before continuing, we remove search key k" that satisfies one of the following conditions:
This eliminates unavailable key that precedes k', because Skl is the succeeding segment of k" only if k" does not exist. We modify lookup(k) so that it returns the succeeding segment and the preceding segment of k.
2) k' < k" < succeeding segment(k') This eliminates unavailable key k" that succeeds k'. To quickly locate Sk,' each node in the overlay maintains a pointer to its succeeding segment. Thus, it is suffice to examine the node's finger table instead of issuing a lookup((Sk + 1) 0) request. Figure 10 shows an example of incremental search for the query illustrated in Figure 7 . Given the four search keys, 1, 2, 13, and 14, Midas initiates a DHT lookup for the lowest key 1. Since the lookup finds the key at segment SI, Midas adds key 1 to the result set and continues with lookup (2) . As this lookup arrives at S2, Midas will add key 2 to the result set. Furthermore, it eliminates key 13 and 14 since the succeeding segment of S2 is S15. Thus, the final result set consists of key 1 and key 2. To return query results faster to query initiators, the query processing can be parallelized by partitioning the search keys and performing one incremental search per partition. 9A query region is described by its smallest and largest coordinates, i.e. the two endpoints of a diagonal. The smallest/largest coordinate is the coordinate where each dimension consists of the smallest/largest value (of the respective dimension) in the query region. As an example, the smallest and largest coordinates for the query example in Figure 7 are (1, 0) and (2, 1), respectively. R-Chord allows a user to access resources without sending an additional request, because resource r and its key k are located at the same node (Figure 11(a) ). In contrast, on conventional Chord, key k belonging to node n is mapped onto another node n'. To access resource r, a user first locates k at n' before accessing r at node n ( Figure 11(b) ).
IV. EVALUATION
To study the performance of multi-attribute range queries on DHT, we implement Midas using R-Chord and conventional Chordl' as the underlying overlay topology. Using simulation, we evaluate three metrics: lookup resiliency, query cost, and lookup performance under churn. Unless stated otherwise, our experiments use the following settings: m, the number of bits for keys and host identifiers, is 18-bit.
l0n this implementation, Midas uses only the first condition in eliminating search keys (Section III-C), where preceeding segment is replaced by preceeding node. . d, the number of attributes per resource, is varied from 3 to 4. . K, the number of unique keys (resource types), is varied from 1,000 to 50,000. This means, there are K points in the d-dimensional attribute space. We generate these points using the normal distribution. . N, the number of hosts, is 25,000. Each host shares (F) . Figure I shows the percentage of available keys successfully retrieved in R-Chord and Chord. The cost of query processing depends on two factors: number of search keys per query, and number of available keys per query. In our experiments, the number of search keys per query is constant while the number of available keys per query is affected by K (Table II) . Because each R-Chord node is responsible for its own key, the number of nodes visited is at least equal to the number of available keys. Hence, when the available keys increases due to a larger K, so does the number of nodes visited. In Chord, the number of nodes visited is constant, irrespective of K, due to the followings: 1) Chord visits nodes responsible for search keys (Figure 12 ).
The number of such nodes is affected only by the number of search keys per range query and N. C. Performance of Range Queries under Churn The virtualization of a host into nodes increases the size of R-Chord overlay. In addition, it magnifies the impact of churn because each host arrival, fail, and leave will result in simultaneous node joins, fails, and leaves", respectively.
To evaluate range query processing under churn, we compare Midas on R-Chord and Chord overlays that change dynamically. We begin the experiments by warming up 25,000 hosts. In the next one-hour period, we simulate arrivals of 25,000 new hosts, in addition to fails and leaves of 25,000 hosts. Thus, there will be N 25, 000 alive hosts at any time within this duration. During this one-hour period, we also simulate a number of range query events, where the ratio of arrive:fail:leave:query is set at 2:1:1:6. Assuming that these events follow a Poisson distribution, we derive a rate of 10 events/second based on the measurements on peer life-time by Bhagwan et. al. [24] . Each node in the overlay invokes the finger correction every 60 seconds on average. Table IV presents the percentage of keys successfully retrieved. The result shows that R-Chord performs reasonably well under churn. Though R-Chord overlay is seven times larger than Chord, the number of available key retrieved in R-Chord is only 6% lower than Chord when K = 50, 000. The reason of R-Chord retrieving less keys when K = 50, 000 is because each segment in the overlay consists of only a small number of nodes (about 3.5 nodes per segment). This reduces the effectiveness of backup fingers.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented Midas, a scheme to support multiattribute range queries on R-DHT. Using Hilbert SFC, Midas assigns to each d-attribute resource a one-dimensional m-bit key. In processing a range query, Midas performs searchkeys elimination to avoid issuing unnecessary lookups, and incremental search to exploit the clustering property of Hilbert SFC. Due to its read-only property, R-DHT does not need to send additional requests to access resources, as resources and its key are co-located.
Our simulation evaluation shows that R-DHT increases lookup resiliency; nearly all available keys are found even when 40% of nodes simultaneously fail. The cost of query processing in R-DHT is affected by the number of available "1When a node leaves, it notifies its successor and predecessor to adjust their fingers accordingly. In addition, a node leaving a Chord ring migrates all keys stored onto it to its successor; this migration completes without delay. keys rather than the query selectivity. This indicates that R-DHT is suitable in applications where query selectivity is much larger than the number of query answers.
